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TELECO VOYAGER G385 
        

   

Product price:  

385,00 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

TELECO VOYAGER G385 SATELLITE ANTENNA 85 cm 

TELECO VOYAGER G385 is a manual satellite antenna equipped with a graduated scale on the
pole that allows to set with extreme speed and precision the angle of pointing of the dish,
remaining inside the vehicle.

In order to correctly set the inclination of the TELECO VOYAGER G385 it is essential that the
vehicle is well levelled (in bubble), otherwise it is necessary to add or remove to the value of the
dish inclination the difference in height of the vehicle.

After setting the inclination, simply point the TELECO VOYAGER G385 south through the pole
inside and, watching the TV, optimize the pointing.

The satellite antenna has the transmission capabilities of the reference geostationary satellite at
13 degrees East, which provides abundant coverage originating in central Europe.
TELECO VOYAGER G385 has a directly proportional correlation between its diameter and the
signal strength at the edges of the footprint.
Tendentially it is not recommended to install an antenna with an excessively large diameter on a
camper, which is why the standard is around 80 cm in diameter.

The coverage thanks to the TELECO VOYAGER G385 satellite antenna is very wide starting
from central Europe. The signal degrades away from central Europe. As you can see in the map
with TELECO VOYAGER G385 it is possible to receive the HotBird signal (which transmits SKY
and TIVUSAT) practically all over Europe, the north of Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia giving you a
satellite coverage in every place you decide to station.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TELECO VOYAGER G385

Type of orientation: Manual
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Mounting type: Wall bracket
Antenna diameter: 850 mm
Bracket size: 33 cm, 52 cm
Length: 850 mm
Width: 40 mm
Height: 850 mm
Weight: 11.40 kg

Are you looking for a product with different characteristics? HERE you can find the entire
TELECO range and other specialized brands.

Images and technical data are not binding and subject to change by the manufacturer.

  

Product features:  

Diameter (Ø): 85 cm
Lenght closed (mm): 1060
Width closed (mm): 850
Height closed (mm): 180
Length (mm): 850
Width (mm): 400
Height (mm): 850
Type of coupling head: Wall bracket
Product type: Satellite Antenna
Antenna orientation: Manual
Weight (Kg): 11.40
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